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Abstract

This paper presents a laboratory investigation of the strain-dependent dynamic properties of volcanic granular soils composed of a rhyolitic
crushed rock along with additional experiments on quartz sand through a high-amplitude resonant column testing program. The sands were tested
in a dry state in torsional mode of vibration and thus the degradation of the normalized shear modulus and the increase of damping ratio in shear
as a function of the shear strain amplitude (γ) were examined. It was revealed that, for a given mean effective confining pressure (s0m) and
coefficient of uniformity (Cu), the volcanic sands showed higher linearity in comparison to the quartz sands and that this trend became more
pronounced with decreasing s0m and increasing Cu. In contrast to the general trend observed in the quartz soils, the confining pressure and the
grain-size characteristics hardly affected the rate of normalized modulus degradation and damping increase in the volcanic sands. These
differences are possibly related to the micro-mechanisms that dominate at particle contacts in the range of small to medium shear strain
amplitudes. For example, the possible more pronounced crushing of the asperities during the elevation of the confining pressure and during the
dynamic loading along with the lower inter-particle friction angle and stiffness of the volcanic sands of crushable particles in comparison to the
quartz sands of stronger particles might play an important role in the energy dissipation during the dynamic excitation and thus on the rate of
damping increase or modulus degradation.
& 2013 The Japanese Geotechnical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The small-strain shear modulus (GO) along with the normal-
ized modulus degradation (G/GO) and damping ratio increase
(D) from small to large shear strains (γ) are key parameters for
seismic response analysis studies. In geotechnical engineering
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practice, the strain-dependent dynamic properties of soils,
commonly expressed in terms of the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ
curves used directly in one- or two-dimensional computer
codes for seismic response analysis studies, as for example the
SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972) and the QUAD4M (Idriss
et al., 1973, Hudson et al., 1994), are derived from available-
literature data on similar materials. For example, it is common
practice to adopt in computer programs the proposed upper and
lower bounds of the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves by Seed
and Idriss (1970), Seed et al. (1986) or Rollins et al. (1998)
with respect to granular soils, or the corresponding curves by
Sun et al. (1988), Vucetic and Dobry (1991) or Stokoe et al.
(2004) with respect to soils of variable plasticity index.
Alternatively, analytical models or equations of empirical form
are often utilized in computer programs, where the normalized
Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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shear modulus and the damping ratio are commonly expressed
as a function of the shear strain amplitude, γ, the mean effective
confining pressure, s0m, as well as soil parameters such as the
plasticity index, PI, and the coefficient of uniformity, Cu.

Two of the most commonly used analytical models in soil
dynamics concern the hyperbolic model originally proposed by
Hardin and Drnevich (1972a, 1972b) and later in a modifica-
tion form by Darendeli (1997, 2001) as well as the Ramberg–
Osgood model (Anderson, 1974). For both granular and
cohesive soils and for a given shear strain amplitude, the
damping ratio, D, is usually determined from the correspond-
ing G/GO through simple one- or two-order polynomial
relationships or exponential expressions (e.g., Khouri, 1984,
Zhang et al., 2005, Aggur and Zhang, 2006, Okur and Ansal,
2007). A more sophisticated model, where the soil is assumed
to exhibit Masing behavior, has been also presented in a
modification form by Darendeli (2001). In his study, Darendeli
determined a series of fitting parameters from experimental
data on intact soils of variable plasticity index. This model was
later verified for granular soils by Menq (2003).

Overall, the most important parameter that affects the G/GO-
log γ and D-log γ curves of granular soils and can be used for a
useful quantification and prediction of the dynamic response of
the ground and the corresponding earthquake-induced defor-
mations is the mean effective confining pressure, s0m. The
increase of s0m leads to more linear shape of the curves, that is
higher G/GO and lower D values at a given shear strain (e.g.,
Shibata and Soelarno, 1975; Sherif and Ishibashi, 1976;
Iwasaki et al., 1978; Tatsuoka and Iwasaki, 1978; Kokusho,
1980, 2004; Khouri, 1984; Tanaka et al., 1987; Saxena and
Reddy, 1989; Menq, 2003, Xenaki and Athanasopoulos, 2008;
Anastasiadis et al., 2011). Along with the mean effective
confining pressure, in recent studies it was revealed that the
coefficient of uniformity (Cu) plays an important role on the
cyclic response of granular soils. It has been shown that the
increase of Cu leads to higher non-linearity in the range of
medium to high strain levels (e.g., Menq, 2003; Anastasiadis
et al., 2011; Wichtmann et al., 2011; Senetakis, 2011), a trend
not quantitatively supported in previous studies on granular
materials (e.g., Seed and Idriss, 1970; Seed et al., 1986;
Rollins et al., 1998). In addition, Anastasiadis et al. (2011) and
Senetakis (2011) reported that for a given soil type, the
uniform to poor graded sands have slightly more linear G/
GO-log γ and D-log γ curves in comparison to the uniform
gravelly soils and that for sands with mean grain size (d50)
below 2.00 mm, parameter d50 also affects the rate of modulus
degradation and increase in damping, a trend not observed by
Menq (2003) and Wichtmann et al. (2011).

The research relative to the dynamic and pre-failure response
of geo-materials mentioned above has been focused on soils
predominantly composed of quartz particles. However, it is
questionable whether the available experimental data and pro-
posed G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves derived from laboratory
investigations on quartz soils, are appropriate for use in the
seismic design of structures and geo-structures where volcanic
soils are used. Recent failures of slopes and geo-structures (e.g.,
Orense et al., 2006; Kazama et al., 2012; Kawamura and Miura,
2013) have underlined the importance for further laboratory
investigations and a better understanding of the engineering
behavior of volcanic soils which have been characterized in the
literature as “non-textbook” geo-materials (e.g., Rouse et al.,
1986; Wesley, 2003; Orense et al., 2006), while the research
works relative to the mechanics and dynamics of volcanic soils
with intra-particle voids are relatively limited (e.g., Meyer et al.,
2005; Orense et al., 2006; Pender et al., 2006). In this direction,
Anastasiadis et al. (2010), Senetakis (2011) and Senetakis et al.
(2012a), (2013a) have shown that the available relationships that
predict the pre-failure response of soils predominately composed
of quartz particles are not valid for volcanic granular materials in
both the range of very small and small to medium strain levels.
In the experimental study by Senetakis et al. (2013a) it was also
revealed that at small to medium strain amplitudes the response of
a pumice soil of crushable particles was more linear in
comparison to the response of quartz soils of strong particles
and similar grading. They partially attributed this behavior to the
possibility of more pronounced micro-crushing of the asperities in
the pumice soil, since micro-crushing affects the dissipation of
energy and the overall different particle contact responses
between pumice and quartz soils.
This paper contributes to partially fill the literature gap

relative to the dynamic properties of volcanic granular soils by
analyzing the high-amplitude resonant column test (HARCT)
results of volcanic sands composed of a rhyolitic crushed rock.
The HARCT results are enhanced with additional experimental
data derived from quartz sands. All the experiments were
carried out in the Laboratory of Soil Mechanics, Foundations
and Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering of Aristotle Uni-
versity in Thessaloniki, Greece.

2. Materials and methodology

2.1. Materials used

In this experimental investigation, 13 fine to coarse grained
sands of variable types were studied. All materials were
prepared in the laboratory following typical procedures;
washing of the parent soil on sieve No200 (75 μm), oven
dry and construction of specific grain-size distribution sands
through a series of sieves. The grading curves of the 13 sands
are shown in Fig. 1 which figure was also presented by
Senetakis et al. (2012a). The compaction characteristics and
shear strength parameters of the materials under study have
been thoroughly presented by Senetakis (2011) and briefly
discussed by Senetakis et al. (2012a).
Four materials, namely N1, N2, N3 and N4 comprise

fractions of a medium grained, poor graded natural sand of
sub-rounded to rounded particles. These sands have a mean
grain size (d50) and a coefficient of uniformity (Cu) in a range
of 0.27–1.33 mm and 1.34–2.76, respectively. Four sands,
namely Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4, comprise fractions of well graded
sandy gravel of sub-angular to angular particles having values
of d50 and Cu in a range of 0.16–2.00 mm and 2.00–3.23,
respectively. These soils are predominately composed of
quartz particles with specific gravity of solids, Gs, equal to



Table 1
High amplitude torsional resonant column testing (HARCT) program.

Code name of
specimen

Laboratory
material

d50
(mm)

Cu γdo
(kN/m3)

eo s0m
for HARCT
(kPa)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
N1-1 N1 0.27 1.58 15.8 0.661 50, 100, 200
N1-2 N1 0.27 1.58 13.3 0.964 100, 200
N2-3 N2 0.56 2.76 16.5 0.588 25, 50, 100, 200
N2-4 N2 0.56 2.76 15.6 0.682 25, 50, 100
N3-1 N3 0.60 1.34 15.6 0.680 100, 200
N3-2 N3 0.60 1.34 13.5 0.938 100, 200
N4-2 N4 1.33 2.13 16.7 0.571 100, 200
N4-3 N4 1.33 2.13 16.5 0.588 50, 100, 200
Q1-1 Q1 0.16 2.00 15.6 0.683 50, 100, 200
Q1-2 Q1 0.16 2.00 13.4 0.954 50, 100
Q2-1 Q2 0.85 3.23 17.0 0.545 25, 100, 200
Q3-1 Q3 1.33 2.13 16.4 0.594 25, 100, 200
Q3-2 Q3 1.33 2.13 14.4 0.820 100, 200
Q4-1 Q4 2.00 2.50 16.9 0.553 25, 50, 100
Q4-2 Q4 2.00 2.50 14.8 0.770 25, 50, 100
V1-1 V1 0.23 1.53 12.7 0.823 50, 100, 200
V2-1 V2 0.53 2.23 11.8 0.961 25, 100
V2-2 V2 0.53 2.23 10.3 1.250 25, 100
V3-2 V3 0.55 4.18 12.2 0.898 100, 200
V4-1 V4 0.92 2.00 11.9 0.943 50, 100
V5-1 V5 1.60 2.12 11.7 0.976 50, 100

(2) Ni¼natural quartz sand, Qi¼quarry quartz sand, Vi¼volcanic sand.
(3) Mean grain size (4) Coefficient of uniformity Cu¼d60/d10.
(5) Initial dry unit weight at which specimens were prepared.

Fig. 1. Grain-size distribution curves of materials used. (Note: Materials N4
and Q3 have the same grain-size distribution curve.)
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2.67 (Senetakis, 2011; Senetakis et al., 2012a). Finally, five
materials, namely V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5, included in this
study, comprise fractions of a rhyolitic-glassy rock (volcanic
artificially crushed rock). These sands have sub-angular to
angular crushable particles of intra-particle voids with specific
gravity equal to 2.36 (Senetakis, 2011; Senetakis et al., 2012a).
The grain-size distribution parameters of d50 and Cu range
between 0.23–1.60 mm and 1.53–4.18, respectively.
(6) Initial void ratio at which specimens were prepared.
(7) Mean effective confining pressures at which high amplitude RC tests were
performed.
2.2. Experimental equipment and sample preparation

The dynamic testing program of low to high shear strain
amplitude measurements was performed in a Long-Tor reso-
nant column (RC) apparatus that follows the fixed-free
configuration (Drnevich, 1967) on dry specimens of approxi-
mately 71 mm in diameter and 142 mm in height. Compre-
hensive description of the experimental equipment has been
given by Senetakis (2011), Anastasiadis et al. (2012) and
Senetakis et al. (2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2013a).

The specimens were prepared into a metal mold of appropriate
dimensions in the RC device using variable compaction energy.
Dense and medium dense specimens were constructed in many
layers of equal dry mass and each layer was compacted gently in
order to avoid particle breakage, using a metal rod of diameter half
the diameter of the specimen. Loose specimens were constructed
by hand-spooning of the dry material into the metal mold.
2.3. High amplitude resonant column testing (HARCT)
program

In twenty-one (21) specimens of variable mineralogy (quartz
and volcanic), particle shape, grain-size distribution and void
ratio, constructed in the laboratory, high-amplitude resonant
column tests (HARCT) were performed at least at two levels of
the mean effective confining pressure, s0m. Table 1 summarizes
the aforementioned 21 dry specimens, the initial values of dry
unit weight (γdo) and void ratio (eo) at which specimens were
prepared and the mean effective confining pressures (s0m) at
which HARCT were performed. In particular, low-amplitude
RC measurements along with HARCT measurements were
performed at increasing steps of s0m following the sequence 25,
50, 100 and finally 200 kPa of s0m. At each step of confining
pressure, samples were allowed to equilibrate for about 40–
60 min, in most cases before the performance of the RC tests.
During that period of time, small-strain stiffness measurements
were undertaken at intervals of about 5–10 min. In general a
slight increase of small-strain stiffness was observed at first.
A stabilization of the stiffness was an indication of sample
equilibrium and at that moment, low-amplitude and HARCT
measurements were carried out. After the performance of
HARCT at a given confining pressure, there was allowed a
period of time of about 15–60 min for the samples to recover at
least 95% of their initial stiffness, before the increase of the
pressure for RC records at a higher level of s0m. After the
performance of HARCT measurements at the highest confining
pressure of 200 kPa, in most samples, the pressure was
gradually decreased and checks of the small-strain stiffness
and damping were undertaken. It is noticed that despite the
large number of imposed loading cycles to the samples and
that the HARCT were performed at elevated confining stresses,
in both the quartz and the volcanic sands no significant change
of the small-strain stiffness and damping during the reversal of
the confining pressure was observed. This is because, despite
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the plastic deformations occurred in the soil mass during the
elevation of s0m or during the torsional excitation, the RC
testing is a non-destructive method capable of studying the
stiffness and damping of geo-materials from very small to
medium strain amplitudes and at elevated confining stresses.

In total, 53 complete series of HARCT were performed on
21 specimens in a range of mean effective confining pressures
from 25 to 200 kPa and a range of shear strain amplitudes from
2.7� 10�4% to 5.4� 10�2%. The resonant column tests and
the analysis of the experimental results were performed
according to the specifications of ASTM (1992) (ASTM
D4015-92). It should be noted that it was decided that an
upper bound of confinement (s0m) equal to 200 kPa was
adopted in the experiments because in general the volcanic
sands have crushable-weak particles and in this study we
focused on the dynamic properties of dry sands for which no
significant changes of the grading curve is observed during the
elevation of s0m. In addition, a significant change of the grading
of the sands because of breakage could affect the accurate
determination of the void ratio in the volcanic sands with intra-
particle voids. This paper focuses on the non-linear response of
the quartz and the volcanic sands, whilst the low-amplitude RC
test results along with interpretations and proposed equations
for the small-strain shear modulus and damping ratio are
thoroughly presented by Senetakis et al. (2012a).
Fig. 2. Experimentally against analytically derived G/GO-log γ and D
3. Experimental results and proposed relationships

3.1. Synopsis of experimental HARCT results and analytical
models used

Representative HARCT results are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 2 refers to quartz sands whilst Fig. 3 refers to volcanic
sands. In the same figures, the theoretical G/GO-log γ and D-
log γ curves proposed by Menq (2003) for granular soils are
also plotted for comparison purposes.
Based on the well-known modified hyperbolic model for the

estimation of the G/GO-log γ curves, and the modified “Masing
behavior” model for the estimation of the D-log γ curves
(originally proposed by Darendeli, 2001), Menq (2003)
proposed analytical relationships for the estimation of the
non-linear dynamic properties of sandy and gravelly soils. The
modified hyperbolic model is given analytically in Eq. (1),
where the fitting parameters of reference strain (γref), which
corresponds to the shear strain for G/GO¼0.5, and coefficient
of curvature (a), as proposed by Menq (2003), are given in
Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, as a function of the mean
effective confining pressure (s0m) and the coefficient of
uniformity (Cu), and Pa in the same equations refers to the
atmospheric pressure. In particular, Menq found that the
constant parameter Aγ of Eq. (2) may be estimated through
-log γ curves of quartz sands of this study: representative results.



Fig. 3. Experimentally against analytically derived G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves of volcanic sands of this study: Representative results.
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the expression 0.12�Cu
�0.6, while the exponent nγ may be

estimated through the expression 0.5�Cu
�0.15. It is also noted

that in Eq. (2), the reference strain is expressed in percentile
scale.

G

GO
¼ 1

1þðγ=γrefÞa
ð1Þ

γref ¼ Aγ
sm0

Pa

� �nγ

ð2Þ

a¼ 0:86þ0:1� log
sm0

Pa

� �
ð3Þ

The expression for the material damping, denoted as DMasing,
using the Masing model is shown in Eq. (4). Darendeli (2001)
proposed the correction of this model in two steps; first, a
correction of the damping ratio derived from Eq. (4) is
implemented through Eq. (5), denoted as Dcorrect, in order to
predict the damping of soils at relatively large strains in a more
realistic manner, and then the damping ratio of Eq. (5) is
normalized with respect to the small-strain damping, DO,
through Eq. (6). In Eq. (5), the constants c1, c2 and c3 depend
on the curvature coefficient, given in Eq. (3) for granular soils,
while parameter b of Eq. (6) is used in order to account the
effect of the number of loading cycles on damping ratio.
Details of these relationships have been presented elsewhere
(Darendeli, 2001; Menq, 2003). In Eqs. (4)–(6), the damping
ratio is given in percentile scale.

DMasing ¼
100
π

4� γ�γref lnððγþγrefÞ=γrefÞ
ðγ2=ðγþγrefÞÞ

�2

� �
ð4Þ

Dcorrect ¼ c1DMasingþc2D
2
Masingþc3D

3
Masing ð5Þ

D�DO ¼ b
G

G0

� �0:1

� Dcorrect ð6Þ

Thereupon, each theoretical curve of Figs. 2 and 3 concerns
the specific Cu value of each specimen (given in Table 1) as
well as the specific s0m magnitude where each specimen was
tested (illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3). For the estimated damping
ratio values in these figures, a spectrum of number of loading
cycles that represent the RC experiments were used. The
typical range of the number of loading cycles during the RC
tests for quartz and volcanic sands are presented briefly in
Section 4.
As shown in Fig. 2, the analytical relationships proposed by

Menq (2003) satisfactorily predict the response of specimens
N4-3 and Q2-1. However, as shown in Fig. 3, the volcanic
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sands exhibit systematically more linear shape of the G/GO-
log γ and D-log γ curves in comparison to the theoretical ones.
This non-satisfactory convergence between the G/GO-log γ and
D-log γ curves of specimens V4-1 and V5-1 and the theoretical
curves proposed by Menq (2003) was observed in all the
volcanic sands of this study.

In Fig. 4a and b we plot the measured G/GO and D values
against the shear strain amplitude of all the quartz sands and in
Fig. 4c and d we do the same for the volcanic soils. In general,
no significant effect of particles shape, in terms of roundness,
on the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves of the quartz sands was
observed, and thus, the experimental results of the sub-rounded
to rounded and sub-angular to angular quartz sands are plotted
in the same figure. In addition, no monotonic trend of the
effect of void ratio (or relative density) on the G/GO-log γ and
D-log γ curves was observed in either the quartz and the
volcanic sands, which is in agreement with the available data
presented in the literature (e.g., Kokusho, 1980; Menq, 2003).

In Fig. 4 we also plot a spectrum of G/GO-log γ and D-log γ
curves derived from the analytical relationships proposed by
Menq (2003) for granular soils as presented in Eqs. (1)–(6).
According to these equations, the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ
curves of granular soils exhibit more linear shape as s0m
Fig. 4. G/GO and D values against the shear strain amplitude: (a), (b) quartz sands an
(2003).
increases and Cu decreases. Thereafter, we decided to use an
upper bound for the theoretical G/GO-log γ curves plotted in
Fig. 4 (as well as a respective lower bound for the D-log γ
curves) that corresponds to the lower Cu values of the materials
under study, equal to 1.3 for the quartz and 1.5 for the volcanic
sands, and to the higher s0m where HARCT were performed,
equal to 200 kPa. The lower bound for the theoretical G/GO-
log γ curves of Fig. 4 (as well as the respective higher bound
for the D-log γ curves) corresponds to the higher Cu values of
the materials under study, equal to 3.2 for the quartz and 4.2
for the volcanic sands, and the lower s0m where HARCT were
performed, equal to 25 kPa.
With respect to the quartz sands, it is observed in Fig. 4a

and b that the measured G/GO and D values are plotted, in
general, within the lower–upper bounds of the analytically
derived curves. The variability of the G/GO and D values of the
quartz sands at a given shear strain amplitude is attributed,
primarily, to the variability of the mean effective confining
pressure (s0m), as also depicted in Fig. 2 with an additional
effect of the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the mean grain
size (d50). With respect to the volcanic sands, it is interesting to
note in Fig. 4c and d that all the measured G/GO values are
located at the upper bound, whereas the D values are located at
d (c) and (d) volcanic sands along with upper-lower bounds proposed by Menq



Table 2
Reference strain parameters (Aγ, nγ) and curvature coefficient values (a) of
sandy specimens of this study.

Code name
of specimen

eo Aγ (%) nγ (a) Values at variable s0m (kPa)

25 50 100 200

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
N1-1 0.661 0.088 0.48 � 0.95 0.95 0.95
N1-2 0.964 0.080 0.46 � � 1.00 1.01
N2-3 0.588 0.070 0.42 1.03 0.97 0.97 0.95
N2-4 0.682 0.056 0.36 1.12 1.08 0.99 �
N3-1 0.680 0.095 0.21 � � 0.98 0.98
N3-2 0.938 0.089 0.31 � � 1.05 1.00
N4-2 0.571 0.096 0.26 � � 0.92 0.97
N4-3 0.588 0.085 0.18 � 0.85 0.93 1.00
Q1-1 0.683 0.062 0.67 � 0.92 0.99 1.03
Q1-2 0.954 0.075 0.56 � 0.99 1.02 �
Q2-1 0.545 0.042 0.46 0.95 � 1.02 1.02
Q3-1 0.594 0.042 0.58 1.00 � 1.00 1.02
Q3-2 0.820 0.052a 0.03a � � 0.99 1.06
Q4-1 0.553 0.035 0.49 1.04 0.97 1.05 �
Q4-2 0.770 0.044 0.48 0.98 0.99 0.98 �
V1-1 0.823 0.086 0.04 � 1.02 1.04 1.10
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the lower bound of the literature curves. As is also illustrated
in Fig. 3, this is partially attributed to the higher linearity that
the volcanic sands exhibit in the range of medium shear strain
levels in comparison to the quartz sands. Although the
volcanic sands of this study had variable grain size distribution
and the specimens were tested at elevated confining pressures
such as the quartz soils, the variability of the G/GO and D
values of Fig. 4c and d at a given shear strain amplitude is less
pronounced in comparison to Fig. 4a and b. It seems therefore
that parameters such as the mean effective confining pressure
s0m along with the grain-size characteristics, that have been
used in previous studies efficiently in order to quantify the rate
of modulus decrease and damping increase in quartz soils,
might not be such strong parameters in crushable soils, as
shown by the volcanic sands used in this study. This assertion
is supported by Anastasiadis et al. (2010), Senetakis (2011)
and Senetakis et al. (2013a) who studied the dynamic proper-
ties of the coarse fractions of a pumice soil (artificially crushed
rock), which has different physical properties and compaction
characteristics in comparison to the volcanic sands of
this paper.
V2-1 0.961 0.105 0.11 1.01 � 1.03 �
V2-2 1.250 0.132 0.20 0.96 � 1.04 �
V3-2 0.898 0.085 0.05 � � 1.07 1.14
V4-1 0.943 0.097 0.04 � 0.97 1.02 �
V5-1 0.976 0.115 0.06 � 0.87 0.96 �

aNot included in the regression analysis.
3.2. Analysis of experimental HARCT results

3.2.1. G/GO-log γ curves
According to the RC test results and after analyzing the

normalized modulus degradation curves through the modified
hyperbolic model, no strong effect of s0m, particle distribution,
shape and mineralogy was observed on the curvature coeffi-
cient (a). The “experimentally” derived curvature coefficient
values of all specimens are summarized in Table 2. Parameter
(a) ranged from 0.85 to 1.14 with an average value equal to
1.00 and a value of the standard deviation equal to 0.06.
Thereupon, the modified hyperbolic model of Eq. (1) is
transformed to Eq. (7).

G

GO
¼ 1

1þðγ=γrefÞ
ð7Þ

In Fig. 5 we plot the “experimentally” derived Aγ values
separately for the quartz and the volcanic sands, against the
coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the mean grain size of
particles (d50). These values are also summarized in Table 2.
With reference to the quartz sands (Fig. 5a and b) it is shown
that there is a general trend of decreasing Aγ with increasing Cu

and d50, but the data are scattered as also implied by the
relatively low values of the coefficients of correlation R2. This
slight trend of decreasing Aγ implies that γref decreases and
thus, the sands exhibit higher non-linearity in the range of
medium to high strain levels with increasing Cu and d50.
However, it is noted in Fig. 5a and b that a slightly better
correlation may be found between Aγ and Cu than Aγ and d50
with respect to the R2 values. Therefore, the reference strain of
the quartz sands was expressed analytically as a function of Cu

and not d50. In Fig. 5c and d, it can be seen that the parameters
Cu and d50 do not affect in a monotonic way the reference
strain of the volcanic sands, and thus, for these soils we
decided to use an average value of the reference strain, also
depicted in the aforementioned figures.
The nγ values of all specimens are summarized in Table 2.

The quartz sands had nγ values ranging from 0.18 to 0.67 with
an average value equal to 0.42, while the volcanic soils
showed remarkably lower nγ values ranging from 0.04 to
0.20, with an average value equal to 0.08. Consequently, the
overall effect of s0m on the normalized modulus degradation
and damping ratio increase in the range of medium shear
strains is very small for the volcanic sands.
According to the experimental results presented in Fig. 5

and Table 2, the reference strain (γref) of the materials under
study may be expressed as a function of mean effective
confining pressure through Eqs. (8a) and (8b), separately for
quartz and volcanic sands. We note that γref is given in
percentile scale (%) and e corresponds to the Napierian
logarithm.

Quartz sands : γref ¼ 0:159� e�0:419�Cu � s0m
Pa

� �0:42

ð8aÞ

Volcanic sands : γref ¼ 0:100
s0m
Pa

� �0:08

ð8bÞ

3.2.2. D-log γ curves
In Fig. 6a we plot the damping ratio values, expressed as

D�DO, against the corresponding G/GO values of all speci-
mens, where DO is the small-strain damping. In particular,
there no clear trend observed of the effect of particles



Fig. 5. Effect of coefficient of uniformity Cu and mean grain size d50 on the parameter Aγ of: (a), (b) quartz sands and (c) and (d) volcanic sands.
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distribution, shape and mineralogy on the correlation between
the measured D�DO and G/GO values, and thus, we decided
to use an average two-order polynomial curve for all speci-
mens, also illustrated in Fig. 6a. The general form of this
equation is given analytically in Eq. (9), where a1, a2 and a3
are the fitting parameters. This equation has been also used in
the past in other studies in order to correlate the damping
increase with the degradation of the normalized modulus of
granular and cohesive soils (e.g., Zhang et al., 2005).

D�DOð%Þ ¼ a1
G

GO

� �2

þa2
G

GO

� �
þa3 ð9Þ

In Fig. 6b we compare the fitting curve of this study with other
curves proposed in the literature. Considering the experimental
results of Fig. 6, Eq. (9) may be transmitted to Eq. (10), where
D�DO is given in percentile scale (%). Expressions for the
small-strain damping ratio, DO, for the sands of this study have
been presented by Senetakis et al. (2012a).

D�DOð%Þ ¼ 7:22� G

GO

� �2

�25:25� G

GO

� �
þ17:96 ð10Þ

3.2.3. Measured against estimated G/GO and D�DO values
of this study

Using Eqs. (7)–(10), in Fig. 7 we plot the measured against
the analytically derived G/GO and D�DO values of this study.
Considering the general complexity in studying the dynamic
response of particulate materials at medium to high shear strain
levels, which complexity is more pronounced for the damping
ratio in shear, the comparison between measured and estimated
G/GO and D�DO in Fig. 7 is satisfactory for practical
geotechnical purposes.

3.3. Design G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves for quartz and
volcanic sands

Using the analytical relationships developed on the frame-
work of this paper, in Figs. 8 and 9 we present design G/GO-
log γ and D-log γ curves for quartz and volcanic poor-graded
sands of Cu=1.5, at elevated mean effective confining pres-
sures. In the same figures we plot the corresponding curves
proposed by Menq (2003) for sandy soils (using the same
value of Cu). As expected, the design curves proposed for
quartz sands (Fig. 8) are in good agreement with the
corresponding curves proposed by Menq (2003). However,
the following should be noted for Fig. 9: (1) The design curves
for the volcanic sands at s0m¼25 kPa are significantly more
linear in shape in comparison to the corresponding literature
curves. (2) The design curves for the volcanic sands at
s0m¼100 kPa are in good agreement with the corresponding
literature curves. (3) The effect of s0m on the rate of modulus
degradation and damping increase of the volcanic sands of this



Fig. 6. Damping ratio D�DO against G/GO (a) experimental results and corresponding fitting curve of this study and (b) comparison with curves proposed in the
literature.

Fig. 7. Experimentally against analytically derived values of normalized shear modulus, G/GO, and damping ratio expressed as D�DO of sandy specimens of
this study.

Fig. 8. Design G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves for quartz sands Cu¼1.5 proposed in this study and comparison with corresponding curves proposed by Menq
(2003).
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study is very small. Therefore, it is concluded that the available
curves proposed in the literature for typical sands predomi-
nately composed of quartz particles do not satisfactorily
represent the behavior of volcanic soils which have been
characterized by other researchers as “non-textbook” geo-
materials, and that the confining pressure and the coefficient
of uniformity may not be useful parameters when quantifying
and predicting the rate of modulus degradation and damping
increase with increasing shear strain in crushable soils such as
the volcanic sands of this study.



Fig. 9. Design G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves for volcanic sands of Cu¼1.5 proposed in this study and comparison with corresponding curves proposed by Menq
(2003).
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In Fig. 10 we compare the design curves of this study
between quartz and volcanic sands of Cu¼1.5, at variable
mean effective confining pressures. As mentioned previously,
the volcanic sands exhibit significantly more linear behavior at
low confining pressures (s0m¼25 kPa) in comparison to the
quartz granular soils. However, due to the relatively negligible
effect of s0m on the rate of modulus degradation and damping
increase in the volcanic soils, it is observed that at higher
confining pressures quartz and volcanic sands of Cu¼1.5
exhibit similar G/GO-log γ and D-log curves.

Finally, in Fig. 11 we compare the design curves of this
study between quartz and volcanic sands of Cu¼3.0, at
variable mean effective confining pressures. One of the most
important findings of this research work was that the increase
of the coefficient of uniformity, Cu, does not reflect a more
pronounced non-linear response of the volcanic granular soils
which was in contrast with the data on quartz sands of strong
particles. Consequently, the design curves of the volcanic
sands in Fig. 11 are very similar to the corresponding curves of
Fig. 10, whereas, for the quartz sands, the curves of Fig. 11
with Cu¼3.0 have steeper shape in comparison to the curves
of Fig. 10 with Cu¼1.5. It is concluded, in contrast to Fig. 10,
that for a coefficient of uniformity equal to 3.00, the volcanic
sands exhibit significantly more linear shape of the G/GO-log γ
and D-log γ curves in comparison to the quartz sands,
whatever the mean effective confining pressure.

4. Discussion

Due to the well-known restrictions of the resonant column
testing, we were not able to control the number of the imposed
loading cycles on the specimens during the performance of the
HARCT. One could expect that the observed more linear shape
of the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves of the volcanic sands in
comparison to the quartz ones is somehow related to the effect
of the number of loading cycles, N. In general, the imposed
number of loading cycles (N) to the quartz samples at each step
of RC measurements and assuming an elapsed time of 30 s
during the RC records at a given shear strain amplitude ranged
between 1500 and 6000 cycles, approximately, depending on
sample density, the confining pressure and the shear strain
amplitude. In the volcanic sands which soils have much lower
values of the small-strain stiffness (Senetakis et al., 2012a), the
resonant frequencies at which the RC data were obtained were
much lower in comparison to the quartz sands with a
corresponding lower imposed number of loading cycles ran-
ging between 900 and 3500 approximately. However, in the
literature it has been reported that the increase of N tends to
lead to smoother curves, whereas for a total number of
imposed loading cycles above 10, the overall effect of N on
the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves of dry sands is not that
important (e.g., Stokoe et al., 1994; Ishihara, 1996). As such,
we cannot strongly correlate the effect of N with the observed
more linear behavior of the volcanic sands in comparison to
the quartz ones.
At a given shear strain amplitude and mean effective confining

pressure, we could partially correlate the more linear shape of the
G/GO-log γ curves of the volcanic sands in comparison to the
quartz sands with the different micro-mechanical properties and
dominant micro-mechanisms between materials of variable types.
For example, it has been shown from numerical studies using the
discrete element method that different friction angles at the contacts
of soil particles may lead to different responses on the macro-scale
level in both monotonic (e.g., Thornton, 2000; Barreto and O'
Sullivan, 2012) and cyclic loading (e.g., Sazzad and Suzuki, 2011).
In addition, Cole and Peters (2008) and Senetakis et al. (2013b)
have shown through micro-mechanical experiments that along with
the effect of mineral type on the frictional response and frictional
losses at the particle contacts, there is an additional effect of particle
type on the inter-particle stiffness in both the normal and tangential
directions with higher stiffness at the contacts of stronger particles
in comparison to softer ones. These differences in stiffness will also
affect the resultant macro-scale deformations into the soil mass
during dynamic loading, depending on the type of particles. While
in the studies by Senetakis et al. (2013b, 2013c) it has been shown
that for quartz particles the steady state sliding is in general
observed at extremely small displacements, less than 1 μm in most
experiments, for weak-crushable particles of limestone, Senetakis



Fig. 10. Comparison between design G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves for quartz and volcanic (Cu¼1.5) sands of this study at variable mean effective confining
pressures.
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et al. (2013b) showed that the overall steady state sliding at the
contacts of the particles and the mobilization of the dynamic
coefficient of friction tends to shift to larger strains. These findings
imply that the changes in soil fabric through re-arrangement of the
particles and changes in coordination number may be affected by
the type of material, with different energy dissipation mechanisms
between the assemblies of strong and weak-crushable particles.
In the quartz assemblies, slippage and re-arrangement of particles
take place after a very small amount of micro-slip at particle
contacts and this mechanism may play an important role in the
dissipation of energy in the soil mass, followed by a more abrupt
increase of damping and decrease of the normalized modulus
during shearing. In the weak volcanic assemblies, and at least at in
the early stages of increasing shear strain, the energy is possibly
dissipated, primarily, through damage to the asperities (as also
reported by Senetakis et al., 2013a in other volcanic soils) and an
increase in force is necessary to mobilize the dynamic friction at
particle contacts. It may then be assumed that micro-mechanisms
prevail in these sands while the energy dissipation in the quartz
might be more global through slippage and changes in fabric on
the macro-scale level. These considerations may be also related to
the observed more pronounced changes of sample height during
torsional loading in the quartz sands recorded by a vertically
position displacement transducer, while in the volcanic sands
the overall changes of sample height were less important
during HARCT.
It is a general perception that for a given material type the

geometry and morphology of the particles including particle
size, size distribution, shape descriptors, surface roughness and
intra-particle voids play an important role in the micro-
mechanical properties of soil particles at their contacts and
that these affect the overall macro-scale response of the
granular assembly (e.g., Santamarina and Cascante, 1996,
1998; Yimsiri and Soga, 2000; Cho et al., 2006; Sezer et al.,
2011; Senetakis et al., 2012a, 2013a). In the micro-mechanical
experiments by Senetakis et al. (2013b) it was demonstrated
that the hardness of material may very well be a key factor in
the monotonic and cyclic response of sands on the micro-scale
level. For example, the more pronounced damage of the
asperities during the torsional loading at the contacts of
weak volcanic particles of lower hardness in comparison to
strong quartz particles of higher hardness may lead to a
different evolution in the re-arrangement of particles and fabric
changes between volcanic and quartz granular assemblies
along with different energy losses at the particle contacts.
These different responses may result in different energy



Fig. 11. Comparison between design G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves for quartz and volcanic sands (Cu¼3.0) of this study at variable mean effective confining
pressures.
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dissipation mechanisms since the fabric changes will promote
the dissipation of energy through inter-particle friction (Wang
and Yan, 2013, 2012). Considering this, it is possible that the
more pronounced dissipated energy at the contacts of volcanic
particles along with particle re-arrangement and resultant new
particle contacts development in the volcanic assemblies may
lead to an overall less pronounced macro-scale damping
increase in the rhyolitic crushed rock in comparison to the
quartz samples. This lower rate of damping increase will result
in less pronounced modulus degradation in the volcanic
assemblies in comparison to the quartz ones and this may
explain, partially, the more linear response observed in the
volcanic samples. The latter remark was also supported in
studies on other crushable soils such as pumice gravel tested
by Senetakis et al. (2013a). In that study, Senetakis et al. also
observed more linear response of the pumice soil in compar-
ison to quartz of similar grading characteristics.

On the other hand, it is possible that changes in the
confining pressure will result in more pronounced fabric
changes and damage to the surface geometry in the weak
volcanic sands than in strong quartz during the elevation of sm
′. This assumption was supported by the more pronounced
changes in the sample height in the weak volcanic assemblies
than in quartz ones during the increase of the mean effective
confining pressure. The more pronounced fabric changes in the
weak volcanic samples during the elevation of s0m and before
the torsional loading along with more pronounced damage of
the surface characteristics in the volcanic particles than in
quartz ones will possibly lead to an alteration of the prevailed
energy dissipation mechanisms in the volcanic soils when s0m
is increased. In the volcanic sands and at lower s0m, it may well
be that the energy is dissipated through the micro-mechanisms
mentioned above, while at higher pressures and due to the
more pronounced changes in soil fabric, the slippage at particle
contacts becomes more pronounced during shearing and at the
same level of the shear strain which reflects a more global
dissipation of energy such as in the quartz samples. The latter
remark implies that in the quartz and because of the small
effect of the confinement on the fabric changes, energy
dissipation occurs because of similar mechanisms for the
range of s0m of this study. This reflects the clear effect s0m on
the modulus degradation and damping increase in the quartz
samples. In contrast, in the crushable volcanic particles,
the mechanisms of energy dissipation may be altered as
s0m increases, which implies that s0m may not be a useful parameter
in predicting the G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves in these sands.
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The above micro-mechanical considerations should be
further examined, for example, through examination of the
changes in the surface characteristics of the soil particles
because of the torsional loading, or micro-mechanical inter-
particle shearing tests that would possibly lead to a better
understanding of the different energy losses at the contacts of
quartz–quartz and volcanic–volcanic particles. In this study,
only macro-scale experiments were conducted, while the
possible effect of the response at the contacts of the particles
on the macro-scale response of the samples was only examined
through sieving analysis tests before and after the performance
of the RC experiments. These tests showed that while no
significant change was observed in the grading of the volcanic
samples after the performance of the RC experiments, a small
amount of finer particles was produced in these samples
possibly due to the coupled effect of the elevation of the
isotropic pressure and the dynamic loading. This small amount
of finer particles found in the volcanic samples indicates that
crushing affects the dissipation of energy in these crushable
soils, while in the quartz samples of strong particles the energy
dissipation is more global through particle re-arrangement
during the dynamic loading. It is a general perception that
the crushing of particles plays an important role in the overall
mechanical response of particulate media (e.g., Coop, 1990;
Coop et al., 2004; Lobo-Guerrero and Vallejo, 2005, 2006;
Yao et al., 2008; Vilhar et al., 2013) but most studies have
been focused on the breakage of particles associated with large
strains where the soils deform under a constant volume.
However, the findings of this experimental work indicate that
particle crushing or crushing of the asperities even on the
micro-scale level may promote very important energy dissipa-
tion mechanisms resulting in a reduction of the rate of modulus
degradation and increase in material damping even at relatively
small to medium shear strain amplitudes.

5. Conclusions

We presented a synthesis of high-amplitude torsional
resonant column test results on dry specimens of quartz sand
of strong particles and volcanic sands composed of rhyolitic
crushed rock of crushable particles of intra-particle voids.
In order to quantitatively identify the possible differences
between quartz and volcanic sands at a macro-scale level as
well as to extrapolate the experimental data to higher shear
strain levels and propose useful data for current engineering
practice, we implemented the well-known modified hyperbolic
model for the analysis of the G/GO-log γ curves, whilst the D-
log γ curves were analyzed by correlating the damping increase
with the modulus degradation through a simple two-order
polynomial relationship.

The G/GO-log γ and D-log γ curves of the volcanic sands
were systematically more linear than those of the quartz ones.
This trend was more pronounced at lower levels of the mean
effective confining pressure (s0m) and at higher values of the
coefficient of uniformity (Cu). These differences in the
observed responses between quartz and volcanic sands were
attributed, partially, to the different mechanisms on a micro-
scale level that dominate in granular assemblies of variable
particle types along with differences in the morphological and
surface characteristics of the particles.
Because of the possible more pronounce crushing of the

asperities of the volcanic particles along with different
harnesses, friction angle values and stiffnesses at particle
contacts between quartz and volcanic sands, the energy is
dissipated primarily because of deformations and damage of
the surface characteristics at particle contacts in the volcanic
sands. In the quartz sands of strong particles, the steady state
sliding at particle contacts and global slippage take place at
smaller deformations and thus, in the quartz sands the more
pronounced damping increase and stiffness degradation in
comparison to the volcanic sands was, primarily, because of
the more pronounced global slippage and fabric changes
during the torsional loading. This was also verified by the
more pronounced changes in sample height during the
dynamic loading that was observed in the quartz sands. In
contrast, after the high-amplitude RC tests, a small amount of
finer particles was produced in the volcanic sands, indicating
that the energy dissipation mechanisms in these sands of weak
particles differed from those of the quartz assemblies of strong
particles.
In contrast to the quartz sands, parameters such as the mean

effective confining pressure (s0m) and the coefficient of
uniformity (Cu) could not be efficiently used in the modified
hyperbolic model to quantify the rate of modulus degradation
and increase in damping in the volcanic sands. This may be
because the more pronounced fabric changes in the volcanic
assembles during the elevation of the mean effective confine-
ment led to the alteration of the prevailing energy dissipation
mechanisms in these soils, whereas the relatively more stable
fabric of the quartz assembly led to similar energy dissipation
mechanisms regardless of the confining pressure.
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